SOLUTION BRIEF

Get Visibility into Your Clouds
Deployment Scenario: Access Traffic in Public or
Private Clouds
Enterprise applications are increasingly being deployed in public, private, and
hybrid cloud environments. To maintain security and optimize the performance
of applications and services running in the cloud, your monitoring systems
need access to data traffic. However, traditional methods of capturing traffic
as it crosses a physical wire do not work in clouds. What is needed is a reliable
and scalable way to get visibility to cloud-based traffic, pinpoint data that is
relevant, and deliver it quickly to your monitoring systems, no matter where

Solution Components:
• Cloud traffic access
with CloudLens™ vTaps
and sensors
• Virtual packet
processing with
NetStack, PacketStack,
and AppStack
filtering capabilities

they are located.

Benefits
• Scalable access to data in all your public, private, and hybrid clouds
• Increased efficiency of security and monitoring solutions
• Advanced data processing without a physical device
• Delivery of filtered data to both cloud and data center solutions

The Value of Cloud Visibility
Simply accepting the cloud as a blind spot in network visibility is not an option,
as the cloud is becoming the dominant mode of operation. A solution that
can access and filter data across cloud environments is crucial to ensure the
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reliability, security, and performance of critical applications. Moreover, because the raw
data can be overwhelming, you need more than just simple data access. You need a
visibility platform that lets you identify and send only the most relevant data—without
duplication, without unnecessary protocols, and in the correct format—to the right
security, analytics, and compliance systems.

Solution Overview
CloudLens, Keysight’s platform for total cloud visibility, gives you granular access to
data traffic in all types of clouds. CloudLens uses virtual sensors and taps to see all
the data moving in your clouds and lets you select the specific data to send to your
monitoring systems. Data can be sent directly to cloud-based tools or can be further
refined using either a CloudLens virtual packet processor or a physical network packet
broker from Keysight’s Vision portfolio. Advanced processing capabilities let you
condense the volume of data being transported to and inspected by your monitoring
systems. With less volume to process, your systems work more efficiently, last longer,
and provide a greater return on investment.

Solution Advantages
Cloud-native scalability and reliability
For maximum elasticity and scale, CloudLens is cloud-native and uses container
technology. Sensors are embedded inside every public cloud you deploy to ensure no
data is missed and visibility scales as easily as your clouds. In the private cloud, virtual
taps track data from your virtual switches. CloudLens is uniquely able to filter monitoring
data at the source and send it directly to security, monitoring, and analytic systems.
Competing solutions must send cloud data to a central filtering engine that limits
scalability and acts as a single point of failure.

Context-aware, intelligent processing
CloudLens gives you the ability to see inside packets and access metadata to identify
security threats and isolate performance issues. Once data is collected, CloudLens
uses advanced processing functions, such as data deduplication, protocol stripping,
packet trimming, and more, to condense data volume. CloudLens also includes
Keysight’s unique application layer visibility and NetFlow generation to enable even more
granular data filtering.

Easy visibility management
With CloudLens, you designate data sources, connect monitoring systems, and define
your desired filters using a drag-and-drop management interface. No hardware is
required. You define policies once, and they are applied automatically to new instances
of the same type. Errors are reduced by eliminating manual configurations. You can
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configure visibility online with the CloudLens Visibility-as-a-Service, or use the interface
included with the CloudLens virtual packet processor.

Access to any and all clouds
Research shows most cloud adopters use multiple cloud providers, as well as multiple
private cloud platforms.1 To maintain maximum flexibility, CloudLens can access
cloud data in Windows and Linux operating environments; on VMware NSX and ESXi,
Microsoft Hyper-V, and KVM hypervisors; and in public clouds offered by Amazon Web
Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, IBM Bluemix, Alibaba Cloud,

According to IDC, by 2020,
at least 50% of worldwide
net-new spending on
information technology will
be cloud based, shrinking
non-cloud enterprise
applications by 20%.2

and more. No other visibility solution offers this breadth.

Visibility for Public and Hybrid Clouds
Public clouds are increasingly being used to host production-level applications or
supplement the data center during periods of high volume—referred to as cloudbursting. Because the public cloud is a multi-user environment, visibility options are
typically limited.
CloudLens is the only visibility solution you can configure and manage completely from
a Web browser. You only pay for data access and filtering as you use it, just as with
other cloud services. With CloudLens, data is sent from source instances to monitoring
instances in the cloud via a secure visibility path to ensure confidentiality. Only
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Figure 1. CloudLens provides unmatched flexibility for public cloud monitoring.
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RightScale, “2017 State of the Cloud Report,” February 15, 2017
IDC FutureScape: Worldwide Cloud 2017 Predictions, Doc #US42042816, Nov 2016
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CloudLens offers a cloud visibility ecosystem to ensure seamless operation with leading
cloud-based security, performance, and monitoring systems. You can also choose
to backhaul data to monitoring solutions in your private cloud or data center. And,
CloudLens supports all the leading public cloud providers to deliver total cloud visibility.

Visibility for Private Clouds
Private clouds—those that are highly-secure and not connected to the Internet—
let organizations realize the flexibility and agility of cloud architecture, while being
maintained behind the corporate firewall under the control of the information technology
(IT) department. This makes private cloud a popular choice for organizations with strict
security, performance, and control requirements.
Virtualization and the use of private clouds has resulted in visibility gaps within many
organizations. The CloudLens visibility platform can serve as a bridge to existing
on-premises monitoring systems and is also uniquely capable of supporting an allcloud environment. CloudLens can perform aggregation, filtering, advanced packet
processing, and application-layer intelligence on data traffic before it is delivered to
either virtual or physical monitoring systems. Alternatively, CloudLens can deliver tapped
traffic directly to a physical network packet broker for further processing and delivery to
monitoring systems, if desired.
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Figure 2. Customize your private cloud with CloudLens.
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Summary
CloudLens provides comprehensive visibility across all the leading cloud
environments—public, private, and hybrid—and is the first visibility solution to be
offered as a Web-based cloud service, as well as the first to support multiple cloud
provider platforms. CloudLens provides context-based, intelligent packet processing
to bring just the right data to all your security and performance monitoring systems,
helping them work more efficiently and cost-effectively. The cloud-native design
means your visibility solution will automatically scale right along with your cloud to
ensure all your cloud data is accessible to your monitoring systems.

Learn more at: www.keysight.com
For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services,
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